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Article Body:
Here’s a really good tip that may help you to get rid of your slice. Best of all, it’s really

Chances are that you have battled with a slice at some point in your golfing days. To be compl

Luckily, it’s fairly easy to fix. I cannot claim that this small tip will completely cure your
First off, please understand that when you come into the impact zone, there are really only 2
1. The angle of the club face at impact.
2. The Path the club is taking at impact.
So, here’s a few things you should concentrate on.

Try to keep your leading shoulder "down" on the ball through impact. This is called staying st
Get up from the computer and actually go though the motions slowly. Let your leading shoulder

See, golf is all about thinking and analyzing your shots to get better. A huge part of this ga

So what can you do to correct that flying shoulder? Well, for starters, try to learn to keep y

So, after impact the leading shoulder is still down. The triangle between your shoulders and c

You have to envision yourself from the back looking down on the ball. When I say "down", I mea

So even though it may seem like the leading shoulder is higher than the trailing shoulder, it’
Furthermore, hand action is huge in this game. You must learn to release your hands correctly

The key is to let your arms release through the ball, while your left shoulder is "Down" on th

Keep the leading shoulder down and let your arms and hands release through the ball and you wi
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